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ABSTRACT | Power has become the primary design constraint

for chip designers today. While Moore’s law continues to

provide additional transistors, power budgets have begun to

prohibit those devices from actually being used. To reduce

energy consumption, voltage scaling techniques have proved a

popular technique with subthreshold design representing the

endpoint of voltage scaling. Although it is extremely energy

efficient, subthreshold design has been relegated to niche

markets due to its major performance penalties. This paper

defines and explores near-threshold computing (NTC), a design

space where the supply voltage is approximately equal to the

threshold voltage of the transistors. This region retains much of

the energy savings of subthreshold operation with more favor-

able performance and variability characteristics. This makes it

applicable to a broad range of power-constrained computing

segments from sensors to high performance servers. This

paper explores the barriers to the widespread adoption of NTC

and describes current work aimed at overcoming these

obstacles.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Over the past four decades, the number of transistors on a
chip has increased exponentially in accordance with

Moore’s law [1]. This has led to progress in diversified

computing applications, such as health care, education,

security, and communications. A number of societal pro-

jections and industrial roadmaps are driven by the expec-

tation that these rates of improvement will continue, but

the impediments to growth are more formidable today

than ever before. The largest of these barriers is related to
energy and power dissipation, and it is not an exaggeration

to state that developing energy-efficient solutions is critical

to the survival of the semiconductor industry. Extensions

of today’s solutions can only go so far, and without im-

provements in energy efficiency, CMOS is in danger of

running out of steam.

When we examine history, we readily see a pattern:

generations of previous technologies, ranging from vacu-
um tubes to bipolar-based to NMOS-based technologies,

were replaced by their successors when their energy over-

heads became prohibitive. However, there is no clear

successor to CMOS today. The available alternatives are far

from being commercially viable, and none has gained

sufficient traction, or provided the economic justification

for overthrowing the large investments made in the

CMOS-based infrastructure. Therefore, there is a strong
case supporting the position that solutions to the power

conundrum must come from enhanced devices, design

styles, and architectures, rather than a reliance on the
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promise of radically new technologies becoming commer-

cially viable. In our view, the solution to this energy crisis is
the universal application of aggressive low-voltage operation
across all computation platforms. This can be accomplished

by targeting so-called Bnear-threshold operation[ and by

proposing novel methods to overcome the barriers that

have historically relegated ultralow-voltage operation to

niche markets.
CMOS-based technologies have continued to march in

the direction of miniaturization per Moore’s law. New

silicon-based technologies such as FinFET devices [2] and

3-D integration [3] provide a path to increasing transistor

counts in a given footprint. However, using Moore’s law as

the metric of progress has become misleading since im-

provements in packing densities no longer translate into

proportionate increases in performance or energy effi-
ciency. Starting around the 65 nm node, device scaling no

longer delivers the energy gains that drove the semicon-

ductor growth of the past several decades, as shown in

Fig. 1. The supply voltage has remained essentially con-

stant since then and dynamic energy efficiency improve-

ments have stagnated, while leakage currents continue to

increase. Heat removal limits at the package level have

further restricted more advanced integration. Together,
such factors have created a curious design dilemma: more
gates can now fit on a die, but a growing fraction cannot
actually be used due to strict power limits.

At the same time, we are moving to a Bmore than

Moore[ world, with a wider diversity of applications than

the microprocessor or ASICs of ten years ago. Tomorrow’s

design paradigm must enable designs catering to applica-

tions that span from high-performance processors and
portable wireless applications, to sensor nodes and medical

implants. Energy considerations are vital over this entire

spectrum, including:

• High-performance platforms, targeted for use in data

centers, create large amounts of heat and require

major investments in power and cooling infra-

structure, resulting in major environmental and

societal impact. In 2006 data centers consumed

1.5% of total U.S. electricity, equal to the entire
U.S. transportation manufacturing industry [4],

and alarmingly, data center power is projected to

double every �5 years.

• Personal computing platforms are becoming increas-

ingly wireless and miniaturized, and are limited by

trade-offs between battery lifetimes (days) and

computational requirements (e.g., high-definition

video). Wireless applications increasingly rely on
digital signal processing. While Moore’s law ena-

bles greater transistor density, only a fraction may

be used at a time due to power limitations and

application performance is therefore muzzled by

power limits, often in the 500 mW–5 W range.

• Sensor-based platforms critically depend on ultra-

low power (� �W in standby) and reduced form-

factor ðmm3Þ. They promise to unlock new
semiconductor applications, such as implanted

monitoring and actuation medical devices, as

well as ubiquitous environmental monitoring,

e.g., structural sensing within critical infrastruc-

ture elements such as bridges.

The aim of the designer in this era is to overcome the

challenge of energy efficient computing and unleash

performance from the reins of power to reenable Moore’s
law in the semiconductor industry. Our proposed strategy

is to provide 10X or higher energy efficiency improve-

ments at constant performance through widespread

application of near-threshold computing (NTC), where de-

vices are operated at or near their threshold voltage ðVthÞ.
By reducing supply voltage from a nominal 1.1 V to 400–

500 mV, NTC obtains as much as 10X energy efficiency

gains and represents the reestablishment of voltage scaling
and its associated energy efficiency gains.

The use of ultralow-voltage operation, and in particular

subthreshold operation ðVdd G VthÞ, was first proposed

over three decades ago when the theoretical lower limit of

Vdd was found to be 36 mV [5]. However, the challenges

that arise from operating in this regime have kept sub-

threshold operation confined to a handful of minor mar-

kets, such as wristwatches and hearing aids. To the
mainstream designer, ultralow-voltage design has re-

mained little more than a fascinating concept with no

practical relevance. However, given the current energy

crisis in the semiconductor industry and stagnated voltage

scaling we foresee the need for a radical paradigm shift

where ultralow-voltage operation is applied across appli-

cation platforms and forms the basis for renewed energy

efficiency.
NTC does not come without some barriers to wide-

spread acceptance. In this paper we focus on three key

challenges that have been poorly addressed to date with

respect to low-voltage operation, specifically: 1) 10X or
greater loss in performance, 2) 5X increase in performance
variation, and 3) 5 orders of magnitude increase in functional
failure rate of memory as well as increased logic failures.

Fig. 1. Technology scaling trends of supply voltage and energy.
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Overcoming these barriers is a formidable challenge re-
quiring a synergistic approach combining methods from

the algorithm and architecture levels to circuit and tech-

nology levels.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

defines the near-threshold operating region and discusses

the potential benefits of operating in this region.

Section III presents operating results of several processor

designs and shows the relative performance/energy trade-
offs in the NTC region. Section IV details the barriers to

near-threshold computing while Section V discusses

techniques to address them. Section VI provides justifica-

tion for NTC use in a variety of computing domains. We

present future research directions in Section VII and

concluding remarks in Section VIII.

II . NEAR-THRESHOLD
COMPUTING (NTC)

Energy consumption in modern CMOS circuits largely

results from the charging and discharging of internal node

capacitances and can be reduced quadratically by lowering

supply voltage ðVddÞ. As such, voltage scaling has become

one of the more effective methods to reduce power con-

sumption in commercial parts. It is well known that CMOS
circuits function at very low voltages and remain func-

tional even when Vdd drops below the threshold voltage

ðVthÞ. In 1972, Meindl et al. derived a theoretical lower

limit on Vdd for functional operation, which has been

approached in very simple test circuits [5], [6]. Since this

time, there has been interest in subthreshold operation,

initially for analog circuits [7]–[9] and more recently for

digital processors [10]–[15], demonstrating operation at
Vdd below 200 mV. However, the lower bound on Vdd in

commercial applications is typically set to �70% of the

nominal Vdd due to concerns about robustness and

performance loss [16]–[18].

Given such wide voltage scaling potential, it is im-

portant to determine the Vdd at which the energy per

operation (or instruction) is optimal. In the superthreshold

regime ðVdd > VthÞ, energy is highly sensitive to Vdd due to
the quadratic scaling of switching energy with Vdd. Hence

voltage scaling down to the near-threshold regime

ðVdd � VthÞ yields an energy reduction on the order of

10X at the expense of approximately 10X performance

degradation, as seen in Fig. 2 [19]. However, the depen-

dence of energy on Vdd becomes more complex as voltage is

scaled below Vth. In subthreshold ðVdd G VthÞ, circuit delay

increases exponentially with Vdd, causing leakage energy
(the product of leakage current, Vdd, and delay) to increase

in a near-exponential fashion. This rise in leakage energy

eventually dominates any reduction in switching energy,

creating an energy minimum seen in Fig. 2.

The identification of an energy minimum led to in-

terest in processors that operate at this energy optimal

supply voltage [13], [15], [20] (referred to as Vmin and

typically 250 mV–350 mV). However, the energy mini-
mum is relatively shallow. Energy typically reduces by only

�2X when Vdd is scaled from the near-threshold regime

(400–500 mV) to the subthreshold regime, though delay

rises by 50–100X over the same region. While acceptable

in ultralow energy sensor-based systems, this delay penalty

is not tolerable for a broader set of applications. Hence,

although introduced roughly 30 years ago, ultralow-voltage

design remains confined to a small set of markets with
little or no impact on mainstream semiconductor products.

III . NTC ANALYSIS

Recent work at many leading institutions has produced

working processors that operate at subthreshold voltages.

For instance, the Subliminal [20] and Phoenix processors

[21] designed by Hanson et al. provide the opportunity to

experimentally quantify the NTC region and how it

compares to the subthreshold region. Figs. 3 and 4 present

the energy breakdown of the two different designs as well

as the clock frequency achieved across a range of voltages.
As discussed in Section II, there is a Vmin operating point

that occurs in the subthreshold region where energy usage

is optimized, but clock frequencies are limited to sub-1 MHz

values (not pictured for Phoenix as testing was not

conducted in subthreshold). On the other hand, only a

modest increase in energy is seen operating at the NTC

region (around 0.5 V), while frequency characteristics at

that point are significantly improved. For example, at no-
minal voltages, the Subliminal processor runs at 20.5 MHz

and 33.1 pJ/inst, while at NTC voltages, a 6.6X reduction

Fig. 2. Energy and delay in different supply voltage operating regions.
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in energy and an 11.4X reduction in frequency are ob-

served. For the Phoenix processor a nominal 9.13 MHz and

29.6 pJ/inst translate to a 9.8X reduction in energy and a

9.1X reduction in frequency. These trade-offs are much

more attractive that those seen in the subthreshold design
space and open up a wide variety of new applications for

NTC systems.

IV. NTC BARRIERS

Although NTC provides excellent energy-frequency trade-
offs, it brings its own set of complications. NTC faces three

key barriers that must be overcome for widespread use;

performance loss, performance variation, and functional

failure. In the following subsections we discuss why each

of these issues arises and why they pose problems to the

widespread adoption of NTC. Section V then addresses the

recent work related to each of these barriers.

A. Performance Loss
The performance loss observed in NTC, while not as

severe as that in subthreshold operation, poses one of the

most formidable challenges for NTC viability. In an in-
dustrial 45 nm technology the fanout-of-four inverter delay

(FO4, a commonly used metric for the intrinsic speed of a

semiconductor process technology) at an NTC supply of

400 mV is 10X slower than at the nominal 1.1 V. There

have been several recent advances in architectural and

circuit techniques that can regain some of this loss in

performance. These techniques, described in detail in

Section V-A, center around aggressive parallelism with a
novel NTC oriented memory/computation hierarchy. The

increased communication needs in these architectures is

supported by the application of 3-D chip integration, as

made feasible by the low power density of NTC circuits. In

addition, new technology optimizations that opportunisti-

cally leverage the significantly improved silicon wearout

characteristics (e.g., oxide breakdown) observed in low-

voltage NTC can be used to regain a substantial portion of
the lost performance.

B. Increased Performance Variation
In the near-threshold regime, the dependencies of

MOSFET drive current on Vth, Vdd, and temperature ap-

proach exponential. As a result, NTC designs display a

dramatic increase in performance uncertainty. Fig. 5

shows that performance variation due to global process

variation alone increases by approximately 5X from �30%

(1.3X) [22] at nominal operating voltage to as much as

400%, (5X) at 400 mV. Operating at this voltage also
heightens sensitivity to temperature and supply ripple,

each of which can add another factor of 2X to the per-

formance variation resulting in a total performance un-

certainty of 20X. Compared to a total performance

uncertainty of �1.5X at nominal voltage, the increased

performance uncertainty of NTC circuits looms as a daunt-

ing challenge that has caused most designers to pass over

low-voltage design entirely. Simply adding margin so that

Fig. 3. Subliminal processor frequency and energy breakdowns at

various supply voltages.

Fig. 4. Phoenix frequency and energy breakdowns at

various supply voltages. Fig. 5. Impact of voltage scaling on gate delay variation.
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all chips will meet the needed performance specification in
the worst case is effective in nominal voltage design. In

NTC design this approach results in some chips running at

1/10th their potential performance, which is wasteful both

in performance and in energy due to leakage currents.

Section VII presents a new architectural approach to dy-

namically adapting the performance of a design to the

intrinsic and environmental conditions of process, voltage,

and temperature that is capable of tracking over the wide
performance range observed in NTC operation. This

method is complemented by circuit-level techniques for

diminishing the variation of NTC circuits and for efficient

adaptation of performance.

C. Increased Functional Failure
The increased sensitivity of NTC circuits to variations

in process, temperature and voltage not only impacts

performance but also circuit functionality. In particular,

the mismatch in device strength due to local process

variations from such phenomena as random dopant fluc-

tuations (RDF) and line edge roughness (LER) can com-

promise state holding elements based on positive feedback

loops. Mismatch in the loop’s elements will cause it to

develop a natural inclination for one state over the other, a
characteristic that can lead to hard functional failure or

soft timing failure. This issue has been most pronounced in

SRAM where high yield requirements and the use of

aggressively sized devices result in prohibitive sensitivity

to local variation.

Several variation scenarios for a standard 6 T SRAM

cell are shown in Fig. 6. In (a), global process variation has

resulted in both P and N devices being weakened by a Vth

increase resulting in a potential timing failure during both

reads and writes. In (b), a similar global effect has

introduced skew between the P and N device strengths.

This is particularly detrimental when the P is skewed

stronger relative to the N resulting in a potential inability

to write data into the cell. In (c), random local mismatch is

considered and the worst case is shown for a read upset

condition. The cell is effectively skewed to favor one state
over another, and the weak pull-down on the left side

cannot properly combat the strong access device at its

drain. As such, the Data node is likely to flip to the B1[
state during normal read operations. While these examples

are shown in isolation, a fabricated circuit will certainly

experience all of them simultaneously to varying degrees

across a die and with different sensitivities to changes in

supply voltage and temperature. The resulting likelihood
of failure is potentially very high, especially as supply

voltage is reduced and feature sizes are shrunk.

For instance, a typical 65 nm SRAM cell has a failure

probability of�10�7 at nominal voltage, as shown in Fig. 7.

This low failure rate allows failing cells to be corrected for

using parity checks or even swapped using redundant

columns after fabrication. However, at an NTC voltage of

500 mV, this failure rate increases by �5 orders of magni-
tude to approximately 4%. In this case, nearly every row

and column will have at least one failing cell, and

possibly multiple failures, rendering simple redundancy

methods completely ineffective. Section V-C therefore

presents novel approaches to robustness ranging from the

Fig. 6. Effects of global and local variation on a standard 6 T SRAM cell. (a) Global Vth reduction resulting in timing failure.

(b) Global Vth P-N skew resulting in write failure. (c) Local Vth mismatch resulting in read upset.

Fig. 7. Impact of voltage scaling on SRAM failure rates.
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architectural to circuit levels that address both memory
failures and functional failure of flip-flops (FFs) and

latches.

V. ADDRESSING NTC BARRIERS

A. Addressing Performance Loss
To enable widespread NTC penetration into the pro-

cessor application space, the �10X performance loss must

be overcome while maintaining energy efficiency. This

section explores architectural and device-level methods

that form a complementary approach to address this

challenge.

1) Cluster-Based Architecture: To regain the performance

lost in NTC without increasing supply voltage, Zhai et al.
[23], [24] propose the use of NTC-based parallelism. In

applications where there is an abundance of thread-level

parallelism the intention is to use 10 s to 100 s of NTC

processor cores that will regain 10–50X of the perfor-

mance, while remaining energy efficient. While traditional

superthreshold many-core solutions have been extensively

studied, the NTC domain presents unique challenges and

opportunities in these architectures. Of particular impact
are the reliability of NTC memory cells and differing

energy optimal voltage points for logic and memory, as

discussed below.

Zhai’s work showed that SRAMs, commonly used for

caches, have a higher energy optimal operating voltage

ðVminÞ than processors, by approximately 100 mV [23].

This stems from the relatively high leakage component of

cache energy, a trade-off associated with their large size
and high density. As leakage increases with respect to

switching energy, it becomes more efficient to run faster,

hence Vmin is shifted higher. In addition, the value of an

energy optimal operating voltage for SRAM cache is

greatly effected by reliability issues in the NTC regime,

where the need for larger SRAM cells or error correction

methods (see Section V-C) further increases leakage. The

cumulative result of these characteristics is that SRAM
cache can generally run with optimal energy efficiency at a

higher speed than it’s surrounding logic. Hence, there is

the unique opportunity in the NTC regime to exploit this

effect and design architectures where multiple processors

share the same first level cache.

More specifically this observation suggests an architec-

ture with n clusters and k cores, where each cluster shares

a first level cache that runs k times faster than the cores
(Fig. 8). Different voltage regions are presented in differ-

ent colors and use level converters at the interfaces. This

architecture results in several interesting trade-offs. First,

applications that share data and communicate through

memory, such as certain classes of scientific computing,

can avoid coherence messages to other cores in the same

cluster. This reduces energy from memory coherence.

However, the cores in a cluster compete for cache space

and incur more conflict misses, which may in turn increase

energy use. This situation can be common in high perfor-

mance applications where threads work on independent

data. However, these workloads often execute the same

instruction sequences, allowing opportunity for savings
with a clustered instruction cache. Initial work on this

architecture [21] shows that with a few processors (6–12),

a 5–6X performance improvement can be achieved.

2) Device Optimization: At the lowest level of abstrac-

tion, performance of NTC systems can be greatly improved

through straightforward modifications and optimizations

of the transistor structure and its fabrication process. This
follows directly from the fact that commercially available

CMOS processes are universally tailored to sustaining the

superthreshold trends forecasted by Moore’s law. In most

cases, this results in a transistor that is clearly suboptimal

for low-voltage operation. Recently, optimizing for low

voltage has generated substantial interest in the academic

community because of the potential performance gains

that could be obtained by developing a process flow
tailored for subthreshold operation. In large part, these

gains would be comparable for NTC operation since the

devices in question still operate without a strongly inverted

channel. For example, Paul et al. [25] demonstrate a 44%

improvement in subthreshold delay through simple

modifications of the channel doping profile of a standard

superthreshold device. Essentially, the nominal device is

doped with an emphasis on reducing short channel effects
at standard supply voltage such as DIBL, punchthrough,

and Vth roll-off. These effects are much less significant

when the supply is lowered below about 70% of the

nominal. This allows device designers to instead focus on a

doping profile that minimizes junction capacitance and

subthreshold swing without negatively impacting the

device off current.

Fig. 8. Cluster-based architecture.
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Entirely new device structures based on fully
depleted silicon-on-insulator (FDSOI) technologies are

also being considered as candidates for enabling sub-

threshold applications [26]. The naturally higher sub-

threshold slope in FDSOI along with its reduced parasitic

capacitances make it an attractive option for enhancing

performance with little power penalty. Further modifica-

tions to the established bulk process methodology, such

as using an undoped body with a metal gate structure
and removal of the source-drain extensions, serves to

improve speed while maintaining standard threshold

voltage targets. When these devices are combined using

thin-metal interconnect for low-capacitance, the energy-

delay product in the subthreshold can be comparable to

low power designs operating in the super-threshold. This

level of performance makes tailored FDSOI devices

highly desirable for NTC design and offers a viable
solution for mainstream applications as the process

matures.

With similar goals in mind, Hanson et al. [27]

showed that the slow scaling of gate oxide relative to the

channel length yields a 60% reduction in Ion=Ioff between

the 90 nm and 32 nm nodes. This on to off current ratio is

a critical measure of stability and noise immunity, and

such a reduction results in static noise margin (SNM)
degradation of more than 10% between the 90 nm and

32 nm nodes in a CMOS inverter. As a solution, they

have proposed a modified scaling strategy that uses

increased channel lengths and reduced doping to

improve subthreshold swing. They developed new delay

and energy metrics that effectively capture the important

effects of device scaling, and used those to drive device

optimization. Based on technology computer-aided design
(TCAD) simulations they found that noise margins

improved by 19% and energy improved by 23% in 32 nm

subthreshold circuits when applying their modified device

scaling strategy. Their proposed strategy also led to tighter

control of subthreshold swing and off-current, reducing

delay by 18% per generation. This reduction in delay

could be used in addition to the parallelism discussed in

Section V-A1 to regain the performance loss of NTC,
returning it to the levels of traditional core performance.

B. Addressing Performance Variation
As noted in Section IV-B, the combined impact of

intrinsic process variations and extrinsic variations, such as

fluctuations in temperature and supply voltage, results in a

spread in the statistical distribution of NTC circuit perfor-

mance of �10X compared to designs at nominal supplies.
Traditional methods to cope with this issue, which are

largely centered on adding design margin, are inadequate

and hugely wasteful when voltage is scaled, resulting in a

substantial portion of the energy efficiency gain from NTC

operation being lost. Hence, in this section architectural

and circuit solutions to provide variation tolerance and

adaptivity are discussed.

1) Soft Edge Clocking: The device variation inherent to

semiconductor manufacturing continues to increase from

such causes as dopant fluctuation and other random

sources, limiting the performance and yield of ASIC

designs. Traditionally, variation tolerant, two-phase, latch-

based designs have been used as a solution to this issue.

Alternatively, hard-edge data flip-flops (DFF) with inten-

tional or Buseful[ skew can be used. Both of these tech-
niques incur a significant penalty in design complexity and

clocking overhead.

One potential solution to address timing variation

while minimizing overhead is a type of soft-edge flip-flop

(SFF) that maintains synchronization at a clock edge, but

has a small transparency window, or Bsoftness.[ In one

particular approach to soft-edge clocking, tunable inverters

are used in a master–slave flip-flop to delay the incoming
master clock edge with respect to the slave edge as shown

in Fig. 9.

As a result of this delay, a small window of trans-

parency is generated in the edge-triggered register that

accommodates paths in the preceding logic that were too

slow for the nominal cycle timeVin essence allowing time

borrowing within an edge-triggered register environment.

Hence, soft edge clocking results in a trade-off between
short and long paths and is effective at mitigating random,

uncorrelated variations in delay, which are significant in

NTC. In theoretical explorations at a nominal super-

threshold supply voltage, it was shown that soft-edge

clocking reduced the mean (standard deviation) clock

period in benchmark circuits by up to 22% (25%).

Joshi et al. [28] furthered this work by developing a

library based on these soft flip-flops and providing a
statistical algorithm for their assignment. In the work by

Wieckowski et al. [29], this technique was employed in

silicon to show that small amounts of softness in a FIR

filter achieved improvements in performance of 11.7%

over a standard DFF design and improvement of 9.2%

compared to a DFF with useful skew. These increases in

performance, shown in Fig. 10, demonstrate a greater

tolerance to intradie variation that becomes even more
important in the NTC operating region.

2) Body Biasing: At superthreshold supply voltages, body

biasing (BB) is a well known technique for adapting

Fig. 9. Delaying the master clock creates a window of transparency.
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performance and leakage to global variation of process,

voltage, and temperature. It’s use is becoming more

widespread and was recently demonstrated in silicon

within a communication processor application [30].

While effective in the superthreshold domain, the

influence of body-biasing becomes particularly effectual
in the NTC domain where device sensitivity to the

threshold voltage increases exponentially. Body-biasing is

therefore a strong lever for modulating the frequency and

performance in NTC, and is ideally suited as a technique

for addressing the increased detriments of process

variation in NTC. Further, because P and N regions can

be adapted separately using body biasing, and because the

relative drive strength of P and N transistors can change
dramatically from superthreshold to NTC, body biasing

has the added advantage of allowing the P to N ratio of a

design to be optimally adjusted.

Hanson et al. [6] show that the extreme sensitivity to

process variation in NTC design tends to raise Vmin and

reduce energy efficiency. They explore the use of

adaptive body-bias (ABB) techniques to compensate for

this variation both locally and globally. Indeed, their
later work on a subthreshold processor [20] implements

these techniques in silicon and demonstrates their

effectiveness. They further showed that the body bias

voltages that tune the P to N ratio for optimal noise

margin also minimizes energy. Hence, one tuning can be

used to both increase robustness of the design as well as

to reduce its energy consumption. They found that

skewing P and N body biases in increments of 5 mV to
match strengths enabled them to improve the minimum

functional voltage by 24%. For global performance they

improved the variability for several target voltages, as

seen in Fig. 11. This directly demonstrates the effective-

ness of ABB in dealing with variation, especially in low-

voltage designs, and is a technique that can be directly

leveraged in NTC systems to cope with these same

issues.

C. Addressing Functional Failure
The variations discussed in Section IV-C not only

impact design performance but also design functionality.

In NTC the dramatically increased sensitivity to process,

temperature and voltage variations lead to a precipitous

rise in functional failure (the likelihood that a data bit will

be flipped), particularly due to drive strength mismatch. In

this section, architectural and circuit-level techniques for

addressing SRAM robustness in NTC operation are

discussed.

1) Alternative SRAM Cells: As mentioned previously,

SRAM cells require special attention when considering

cache optimization for the NTC design space. Even though

it is clear that SRAM will generally exhibit a higher Vmin

than logic, it will still operate at supply level significant

lower than the nominal case. This in turn reduces cell

stability and heightens sensitivity to Vth variation, which is
generally high in SRAM devices to begin with due to the

particularly aggressive device sizing necessary for high

density. This problem is fundamental to the standard 6 T

Fig. 10. FIR filter with soft edge clocking compared to standard flip-flops (SFF); presented with and without useful skew.

Fig. 11. Body biasing techniques for three target frequencies.
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design, which is based on a carefully balancing act of

relative device sizing to optimize read/write contention.

The only solution to keeping SRAM viable for NTC

applications is to trade-off area for improved low-voltage

performance. The question then becomes how best to do

thisVresize and optimize the 6 T devices, or abandon the

6 T structure completely?

One example in which the basic 6 T structure was
maintained can be seen in the work by Zhai et al. [31]. The

cell itself is optimized for single-ended read stability, and a

supply modulation technique is used on a per column basis

to improve writeability. Thus, the read and write

operations are effectively decoupled by relying on extra

complexity in the periphery of the core array. The result is

a cell that is functional below 200 mV and that achieves

relatively high energy efficiency.
There have also been a number of alternative SRAM

cells proposed that are particularly well suited for

ultralow-voltage operation. For example, Chang et al.
[32] developed an 8 T design, in Fig. 12, with the premise

of decoupling the read and write operations of the 6 T cell

by adding an isolated read-out buffer, as shown in Fig. 6.

This effectively allows the designer to optimize the write

operation sizing independently of the output buffer and
without relying on supply modulation or wordline

boosting. This greatly enhances cell stability, but incurs

area overhead in the core array to accommodate the extra

devices and irregular layout.

Similarly, Calhoun and Chandrakasan [33] developed a

10-transistor (10 T) SRAM cell also based on decoupling

read and write sizing and operation. The 10 T cell is pic-

tured in Fig. 13 and offers even better low-voltage opera-
tion due to the stacking of devices in the read port, though

it suffers a commensurate area penalty. Such alternative

SRAM cell designs successfully cope with the difficulty of

maintaining proper operation at high yield constraints in

the subthreshold operating region, and offer promising

characteristics for realizing reliable cache in NTC-based

systems.

2) SRAM Robustness Analysis Techniques: The importance

of robustness for NTC systems means that credible

analyses techniques must be available. This is particularly

true for the case of large level-2 and level-3 (L2 and L3)

caches where low bitcell failure rates are required to

achieve high yield. Inaccurate estimates of robustness in

such cases would lead to wasted die space, in the case of
oversized cells, or large portions of unusable memory,

when they are undersized. Chen et al. [34] have developed

a technique to determine proper cell sizing to maintain the

same SRAM cell robustness at NTC voltages as traditional

cells have at nominal. The technique they developed uses

importance sampling as a means to determine the cell

device sizes needed for a given robustness to variation.

Using importance sampling for yield estimation, Chen
compared a 6 T, single-ended 6 T with power rail drooping

and an 8 T bitcell at an iso-robustness and iso-delay

condition. This condition requires that both cells be

designed to tolerate the same level of process variation

before functional failure while operating with the same

nominal delay. The results for a 20 cycle latency in terms

of SRAM bitcell area and energy consumption are

presented in Figs. 14 and 15. At higher Vdd, the differential
6 T bitcell has the smallest area. The 8 T bitcell becomes

smaller below a Vdd of 450 mV and a twenty-cycle latency.

As Vdd approaches Vth, all bitcells must be sized greatly to

maintain robustness unless delay is relaxed, making large

arrays impractical. The differential 6 T bitcell has the

Fig. 12. Alternative 8 T SRAM cell, decoupling the read and write [32].

Fig. 13. Alternative 10 T SRAM cell [33].

Fig. 14. Energy of SRAM topologies for 20-cycle L2

cache across voltages.
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lowest dynamic energy consumption at most supply volt-

ages. The single-ended 6 T bitcell has the lowest leakage

per cycle. Vmin increases with cache size and bank size, and

decreases with associativity, activity factor, and cache line
length. For common cache configurations, Vmin may be

near or even above Vth and is significantly higher than

reported in previously literature. By comparing SRAM

bitcells at an iso-robustness and iso-delay condition, the

best SRAM architecture and sizing for a design can be

quickly and accurately chosen. This work will be valuable

in assessing the viability of new SRAM designs, particu-

larly in the NTC domain.

3) Reconfigurable Cache Designs: For designs that do not

require on-chip L2 or L3 caches, such as mobile embedded

applications or sensor processors, implementing an energy

efficient L1 is important. On the architectural design front,

recent work by Dreslinski et al. [35] addresses cache

robustness for small L1 caches. The work is focused on

single core systems with moderate amounts of cache re-
quirements. In these situations, converting the entire

cache to larger cells to maintain robustness would limit the

total cache space by effectively cutting it in half. To main-

tain the excellent energy efficiency of the NTC SRAM, but

with minimal impact on die space a cache where only a

subset of the cache ways are implemented in larger NTC

tolerant cells is proposed. This modified cache structure,

shown in Fig. 16, can dynamically reconfigure access
semantics to act like a traditional cache if needed for

performance and act like a filter cache to balance energy in

low power mode. When performance is not critical, power

can be reduced by accessing the low-voltage cache way

first, with the other ways of the cache only accessed on a

miss. This technique is similar to that of filter caches, and

while providing power savings it does increase access time

for hits in the higher-NTC cache way voltages. When
performance is critical, the access methodology is changed

to access all ways of the cache in parallel to provide a fast

single cycle access to all data. The work resulted in a

system where in low power mode (10 MHz) energy savings

of greater than 70% were seen for typical embedded
workloads with less than a 5% increase in runtime while

operating in high performance mode (400 MHz).

VI. NTC COMPUTING SEGMENTS

A. NTC Integration in Ultra Energy-Efficient Servers
The exponential growth of the web has yielded a dra-

matic increase in the demand for server style computers

with the installed base of servers expected to exceed

40 million by 2010 [36]. Server growth is accompanied by

an equally rapid growth in the energy demand to power

them. For example, it is estimated that the five largest

internet sites consume at least 5 MW each [37].

The tier 1 of a data center that serves web pages pro-

vides a perfect opportunity for NTC. The requests in these
servers represent the bulk of requests to these data centers

[38], consuming 75% of the overall energy. The workload

is a stream of independent requests to render web pages

that can be naturally executed in parallel. HTML is fetched

from memory, subjected to relatively simple operations,

and returned to memory without requiring extensive

shared data. To achieve this, 10–100 s of NTC cores on a
single die can be used to obtain very high throughput with
unprecedented energy efficiency.

B. NTC Integration in Personal Computing
The personal computing platform continues to evolve

rapidly. WiFi is a standard on laptops but other mobile

wireless communications are also starting to be sup-

ported. Future devices must be able to move seamlessly

Fig. 15. Size of SRAM topologies for 20-cycle L2 cache

across voltages with iso-robustness.

Fig. 16. Alternative L1 cache design with one cache way NTC enabled.
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among communication alternatives. Such systems will
combine a high level of processing power along with sig-

nal processing capabilities integrated into a much smaller

form factor than today’s laptops. Battery life is expected

on the order of days, while functionality requirements are

extreme and may include high-definition video, voice

recognition, along with a range of wireless standards.

The features of PC platforms that distinguish them

from the two other systems are the dual needs to cope
with variable workloads and energy efficient wireless

communication.

In the PC platform space, cores may run at widely

varying performance/energy points. The voltage and fre-

quency of the cores and their supporting peripherals can

be dynamically altered in real time to meet the constraints

of performance and power consumption. This dynamic

voltage and frequency scaling technique (DVFS) can be
leveraged to enable adaptive NTC circuits in the personal

computing space [39]. The scaling method may be driven

by operating system commands and/or distributed sensors.

Exploiting phase variations in workloads [40], efficient

phase detection techniques need to be established for

multicore multithreaded processors to enable power

management schemes in achieving savings without signif-

icantly compromising performance.

C. NTC Integration in Sensor Networks
With advances in circuit and sensor design, pervasive

sensor-based systems, from single to thousands of nodes,

are quickly becoming a possibility. A single sensor node

typically consists of a data processing and storage unit, off-

chip communication, sensing elements, and a power

source. They are often wirelessly networked and have po-
tential applications in a wide range of industrial domains,

from building automation to homeland security to

biomedical implants. The versatility of a sensor is directly

linked to its form factorVfor a sensor to be truly useful in

many new application areas, a form factor on the order of

1 mm3 is desirable while maintaining a lifetime of months

or years.

To meet the above requirements, the key limiting con-
straint is energy. Both sensors and electronics are readily

shrunk to G 1 mm3 in modern technologies. However,

current processors and communication systems require

batteries that are many orders of magnitude larger than the

electronics themselves (e.g., 50 mm3 processor die in a

laptop vs. 167 cm3 4-cell lithium-ion battery). Hence,

whether a sensor node is powered through batteries, har-

vesting, or both, power consumption will limit overall
system size. To integrate a sensor node in G 1 mm3, energy

levels must be reduced by 4–7 orders of magnitude. Pro-

cessing speed is not a major constraint in most sensor

applications [41], easing the integration of NTC. Initial

investigations showed simple sensor architectures cou-

pled with NTC can obtain an active energy reduction of

� 100X [15].

VII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In addition to the techniques discussed above, significant

momentum has developed in the area of adaptivity: pro-

cessors and mixed-signal circuits that dynamically adjust to

meet the constraints imposed by process variation,

changing environments, and aging. Often this has been

achieved using so-called Bcanary[ circuits. These circuits

employ specialized structures that predict the delay failure

of a pipeline using a critical path replica, ring oscillator, or

canary flip-flop [42]–[44]. The fundamental idea is to

design the replica circuit such that it will fail before the

critical path elements in the pipeline, thus providing an

indicator that retuning to the current operating condition

is required. While these implementations are relatively

noninvasive, the replica circuits themselves can suffer

from mistracking under temperature and voltage varia-

tions and are unable to assess the impact of local process/

voltage/temperature (PVT) variations on the actual critical

paths, particularly in NTC where variation between paths

is greatly amplified.

A second category of adaptive designs has been based

upon directly monitoring the variation-constrained logic

using in situ circuitry [45], [46]. The Razor approach is one

recent example [47]–[49]. A novel flip-flop structure is

used to detect and correct for timing errors dynamically.

This allows reduction of timing margins via dynamic volt-

age scaling (DVS) to meet an acceptable error correction

rate. While effective, the Razor technique suffers from

three difficulties. First, the flip-flop structure introduces

two-sided timing constraints due to the large Razor flip-

flop hold times. This adds significant complexity to the

design cycle of Razor systems and incurs a power overhead

due to the buffer insertion required for its mitigation.

Second, due to the large process variations in NTC, a larger

speculation window is needed in NTC. However, this

increases the hold time constraint and overhead, making

Razor less suitable for NTC operation. Third, the hardware

required for correcting an error is complex and highly

specialized for a given application. The system must be

able to roll back the pipeline to a state before the errors

were detected. This reduces the portability of the Razor

approach and hinders the development of a Razor frame-

work for general-purpose applications.

It is clear that current approaches are either highly

invasive, such as the error detection and correction

methods or, as in the simple canary-type predictor circuits,

still require substantial margins at design time and do not

fully exploit the potential gains provided by true run-time

adaptation of frequency and voltage. We propose to resolve

this by using in situ delay monitoring combined with worst

case vector recognition and control. A basic vision of the

proposed system is presented in Fig. 17. On the left, a

simple pipeline constrained by delay variation is shown.

The basic idea is to directly sample the transition edges or

glitches of each stage of logic using ultrawide transition
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detectors (TDs). Each detector provides a measure of the

distance in time between the most recent logic transition

and the clock edge. The output of these detectors is

combined and converted into a digital representation using
a time-to-digital converter (TDC) for use by the adaptive

control system.

At the heart of the adaptive control system is a worst

case vector table to keep track of the pipeline vectors that

result in worst case delays in the critical logic paths. This

table is initially populated after fabrication by executing an

extensive postsilicon qualification test over different volt-

age and temperature conditions and detecting and record-
ing those vectors that result in the critical delays. This

process is performed once and the results are stored in a

table of worst case vectors for each possible voltage/

temperature condition. This provides the system an opti-

mized starting point that compensates for global process

variation. During normal execution of the processor,

temperature and voltage will change over time, forming

environmental epochs of operation. Monitoring and
control of the circuit delay and test vectors will be com-

pletely transparent to the operation of the processor. On-

chip sensors will be used to detect and signal the start of

each new epoch, at which time the controller will exercise

the corresponding worst case vectors in the pipeline and

the optimal clock period will in turn be generated. Alter-

native to frequency tuning, the voltage can instead by

tuned while keeping the frequency constant. Such a system

will be able to achieve near-optimal energy efficiency over

a wide range of operating conditions.

VIII . CONCLUSION

As Moore’s law continues to provide designers with more

transistors on a chip, power budgets are beginning to limit

the applicability of these additional transistors in conven-

tional CMOS design. In this paper we looked back at the

feasibility of voltage scaling to reduce energy consumption.

Although subthreshold operation is well known to provide

substantial energy savings it has been relegated to a hand-
ful of applications due to the corresponding system perfor-

mance degradation. We then turned to the concept of

near-threshold computing (NTC), where the supply volt-

age is at or near the switching voltage of the transistors.

This regime enables energy savings on the order of 10X,

with only a 10X degradation in performance, providing a

much better energy/performance trade-off than subthresh-

old operation. The rest of the paper focused on the three
major barriers to widespread adoption of NTC and current

research to overcome them. The three barriers addressed

were: 1) performance loss; 2) increased variation; and

3) increased functional failure. With traditional device

scaling no longer providing energy efficiency improvements,

our primary conclusion is that the solution to this energy

crisis is the universal application of aggressive low-voltage

operation, namely NTC, across all computation platforms. h
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